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HELLO AND WELCOME 
TO THE WORLD OF A2
A2 is a young Swedish furniture brand presenting 
a collection of creative and distinct objects 
produced in Småland, Sweden. 

The A2 collection is contemporary and consists 
of individual objects with a heritage from the 
Scandinavian furniture tradition. 

Each product is based on a specific idea or a 
wish to challenge the way how certain furniture 
normally works and looks like. The objects are 
designed for both public and private spaces and 
in common for all products is the combination 
of interesting design, functionality and carefully 
chosen materials. 



Display is a showcase with character. The design is clean and classic with many choices. 
Different parts are available in various colours and materials which gives the possibility 
to create unique and personal cabinets.  

MATERIALS   painted wood and MDF, white oiled oak and glass     DIMENSIONS   W 64 x D 30 x H 144 cm 

The components of the Display cabinet is available in the following materials/colours 
CABINET & FRAME   white oiled oak and white      DOORS, SHELVES & BACK  white, grey, green and blue      
 

DISPLAY / CABINET



MOVE / TROLLEY

A triangular shape with a distinct handle forms the little trolley Move. It is almost as a 
nice little character that catches the eye. Use it as a small table next to the sofa or bed, 
as a drinks trolley or as just as a movable table. The trolley has black wheels and the 
handle is covered in black leather.

MATERIALS   white oiled oak, painted wood, MDF, leather and glass      COLOURS   green and white      
DIMENSIONS   W 38 x D 62 x H 83 cm   



The Collect family of cabinets is far away from any anonymous storage system. The cabinets have their own distinct and 
colourful identities. It is a little cabinet for your favourite things. 

The original colourful Collect cabinet was launched 2009. Collect 2010 was designed as a follow-up and is characterised 
by its interesting doors with squares in different levels. Collect 2011 is the latest member of the Collect cabinet family. 
The colourful doors have a pattern of triangles in two levels.

THE COLLECT FAMILY / CABINETS



MATERIALS   oak, painted wood and MDF      DIMENSIONS   W 64 x D 30 x H 119 cm

COLOUR   white and 
multicoloured doors  

COLLECT COLLECT 2010
COLOUR   white, frame 
in oak or white

COLLECT 2011
COLOURS   white, 
yellow, cerise and blue



COLLECT 2010 / LOW CABINET

Collect 2010 low cabinet is a new version and addition to the Collect family of cabinets. 
It is lower and a bit deeper, but just as the original Collect 2010 cabinet the low version 
has the characteristic doors with squares in different levels. The cabinet has two mov-
able shelves in each section. The doors are opened by a push mechanism.

MATERIALS   oak and painted MDF      COLOUR   white, frame in oak or white      DIMENSIONS   W 127 x D 35 x H 89 cm



The White cabinet is a modern piece of furniture with a classic expression. With its 
clean design the cabinet can be placed in the living or dining room. The cabinet is 
characterised by stripes in different levels and a beautiful frame in oak. The different 
levels of the stripes hides the opening of the cabinet, the doors are opened by a push 
mechanism.    

MATERIALS   oak and painted MDF      COLOUR   white, frame in oak or white      DIMENSIONS   W 98 x D 35 x H 110 cm      

WHITE / CABINET



WHITE / SIDEBOARD

White sideboard is a classic piece of furniture with beautiful details. The frame, shelves 
and cross in solid oak gives the sideboard a genuine and qualitative character. Vertical 
stripes in different levels create the front of the drawer. The drawer is opened by a push 
mechanism.

MATERIALS   oak and painted MDF      COLOUR   white      DIMENSIONS   W 98 x D 35 x H 89 cm  



WHITE / STORAGE

White is a chest of drawers with an interesting design based on stripes in different 
levels. It is a functional storage unit for the hallway or bedroom. White is available in 
two sizes with five or four drawers. The spacious drawers are easily opened by a push 
mechanism.

MATERIALS   oak and painted MDF      COLOUR   white      DIMENSIONS   W 64 x D 42 x H 126 / W 86 x D 42 x H 102 cm



With its colourful appearance Stripe is a chest of drawers with a strong identity. It is an 
interesting and yet functional storage unit for the hallway or bedroom. Stripe has four 
spacious drawers that are easily opened by a push mechanism.

MATERIALS   painted wood and MDF     COLOUR   white and multicoloured front     DIMENSIONS   W 86 x D 46 x H 102 cm

STRIPE / STORAGE



The No. 24 cabinet is named after its 24 white and dark grey fields. The design has a 
strong identity with a distinct almost graphic expression. No. 24 is dimensioned to 
store magazines, books and folders. With its interesting design the cabinet can be used 
both in offices and private homes.

MATERIALS   painted wood and MDF      COLOURS   white and dark grey      DIMENSIONS   W 68 x D 30 x H 110 cm

NO. 24 / CABINET



Clean, simple stripes in white create a distinct and functional storage unit. File works 
just as good as a media storage unit as a chest of drawers in the hallway. File is avail-
able in two sizes with two or three doors/drawers, which close softly. 

To facilitate air circulation, signals from remote controls and feeding of cables the 
doors have hidden grooves and the back has a group of holes.

MATERIAL   painted MDF      COLOUR   white      DIMENSIONS   W 165 x D 45 x H 53 / W 110 x D 45 x H 53 cm

FILE / STORAGE



TWIG / COAT HANGER

Twig is a compact coat hanger with a clean design. It can be placed in for example the 
office, public space, hallway, bedroom or bathroom. Use it for clothes, bags or towels. 
Twig has fourteen branches and eight notches for hangers or jackets.

MATERIAL   painted steel      COLOURS   white and black      DIMENSIONS   W 30 x D 30 x H 178 cm



MATERIALS   painted wood, veneer and MDF      COLOUR   white      DIMENSIONS   W 96 x D 38 x H 71/79 cm

HIDDEN / LAPTOP DESK

Hidden is a little desk for laptop computers. Just as the name hints it hides both a func-
tion and an object. Hidden can be used as a small working station or just as a place to 
store the computer. Depending on the position of the movable part the computer is 
either hidden away or easily accessed. Hidden suits laptops up to 15 inch and can for 
example be placed in the bedroom, living room or hallway. 



ANGLE / SHELF

With its distinct expression Angle is a sculptural and yet functional shelf. Angle is 
dimensioned to hold books of different sizes, binders and magazines as well as 
ornaments. 

MATERIAL   painted MDF      COLOUR   white      DIMENSIONS   W 199 x D 30 x H 92 cm



FRAME / EASY CHAIR

The Frame easy chair has a distinct attitude with visible screws and wing nuts. The 
design is clean, raw and clear. Oak, leather and some small details in metal meets to 
create a comfortable easy chair. 

MATERIALS   oak and leather      DIMENSIONS   W 50/65 x D 49/70 x H 40/75 cm



The Happy family consists of stackable stools and chairs, bar stools and tables. The design is playful with distinct colours 
elegantly meeting genuine oak. 

The stools and tables are three legged and the meetings between the round surfaces and the oak give the table-top and 
the stools its identity. The stool is perfect as an extra seat or a small table whereas the bar stool is perfect for kitchens 
and bars. The chair is neat with clean lines and beautiful material meetings. The Happy family is designed for cafés, res-
taurants and private homes.  

HAPPY / STOOL, BAR STOOL, CHAIR & TABLE 



MATERIALS   oak and painted MDF      
COLOURS   white, black, grey, turquoise, blue, green, yellow and cerise      
DIMENSIONS STOOL   W 40 x D 40 x H 45 cm     
DIMENSIONS LOW BAR STOOL   W 46 x D 46 x H 66 cm      
DIMENSIONS HIGH BAR STOOL   W 49 x D 49 x H 76 cm      
DIMENSIONS CHAIR   W 36/40 x D 39/47 x H 45/78 cm      
DIMENSIONS TABLE   Ø 65 x H 72 and Ø 90 x H 72 cm, also available in different sizes upon request





Link is a flexible furniture designed to encourage creative spaces and meetings. The 
Link seat unit can be placed separately or joined together in various formations de-
pending on the context and the size of the room. Airports, receptions, hotels, lobbies 
and waiting rooms are some examples of areas where Link can be used to create an 
interesting space.

MATERIALS   stainless steel, plywood, polyether foam and fabric      
FABRICS   available in a large range of fabrics and colours      DIMENSIONS   W 135 x D 135 x H 40 cm

LINK / SEAT UNIT



MEET / POUF & TABLE 

Meet is a family of poufs and tables for creative spaces. The frame in oak gives a genu-
ine and welcoming feeling. Linked together the pentagonal units create an interesting 
and playful structure. Tables and poufs in different colours can be mixed to form places 
for meeting, waiting and resting and in lounges, hotels and many other contexts.

MATERIALS   white oiled oak, plywood, MDF, polyether foam and fabric      
COLOURS TABLE   available in a large range of colours      FABRICS   available in a large range of fabrics      
DIMENSIONS POUF   W 52 x D 52 x H 44 cm      DIMENSIONS TABLE   W 52 x D 52 x H 35 cm



The Pile family is based on an idea of creating an extremely clean and distinct family of 
stackable chairs. The chairs are characterised by straight and simple lines in combina-
tion with a contrast between metal and soft materials. The result is comfortable and 
stackable chairs and easy chairs. 

MATERIALS   stainless steel, plywood, polyether foam and fabric      FABRICS   available in a large range of fabrics      
DIMENSIONS CHAIR   W 38/46 x D 45/55 x H 45/83 cm      DIMENSIONS EASY CHAIR   W 51/59 x D 47/67 x H 41/73 cm

PILE / CHAIR & EASY CHAIR 



HEXAGON / TABLE, SIDE TABLE & COFFEE TABLE 

Who has said a table needs to be circular or rectangular - actually nobody. Hexagon is 
a family of tables with an irregular hexagonal shape. With a strong yet clean look the 
tables can easily be placed at restaurants, offices or anywhere in your home. The Hexa-
gon table is dimensioned for up to six persons or four complete covers. 

MATERIALS   stainless steel and painted MDF      COLOUR   white      DIMENSIONS TABLE   W 100 x D 100 x H 71 cm      
DIMENSIONS SIDE TABLE   W 53 x D 53 x H 47 cm      DIMENSIONS COFFEE TABLE   W 100 x D 100 x H 47 cm



STREET / MULTI UNIT 

Street is a collection of stackable units for storage and display of magazines, books and 
plants in public and private spaces. The system consists of four parts, a frame and a 
house, high and low unit. The units can be combined in different ways, for example as 
a shelf or a room divider. Only the imagination sets the limits. 

MATERIAL   painted steel      COLOUR   white      
DIMENSIONS FRAME   W 32 x D 32 x H 50 cm      DIMENSIONS HOUSE    W 33 x D 33 x H 40 cm      
DIMENSIONS HIGH   W 33 x D 33 x H 24 cm      DIMENSIONS LOW   W 33 x D 33 x H 12 cm      



Spin is a both creative and interactive candlestick for four candles. Each part can be 
rotated individually to create a structured or a more irregular sculptural object. Just 
release the wing nut a bit and make your very own version of the Spin candelabra. 

SPIN / CANDELABRA

MATERIALS   painted MDF and steel      COLOURS   white and black      DIMENSIONS   W 27 x D 27 x H 25 cm



Play is a classic tic tac toe game in a large version. The design is clear and graphic with 
a black board in an interesting contrast to the pieces in white oiled oak. Play is a nice 
decoration on the table as well as a fun and easy game to play with family and friends.

PLAY / TIC TAC TOE GAME

MATERIALS   MDF and white oiled oak      DIMENSIONS   W 30 x D 30 x H 2 / W 6 x D 6 x H 6 cm



The Småland tray is a tribute to where it all started for A2; in the forests of Småland. 
A black and white photo of a stack of stocks gives the tray a genuine and yet modern 
expression. 

SMÅLAND / TRAY

MATERIAL   laminated birch veneer      COLOUR   black and white photo      DIMENSION   Ø 31 cm



A2 is a Swedish furniture brand 
established in 2008 by the design 
studio A2 designers. It began as a 
dream of an own furniture collection 
with creative and unique objects 
genuinely produced near our studio. 
To some it might be a crazy idea and 
we can only admit - it is and in addi-
tion we believe in it. 

Our vision is to be a new, young and 
brave brand that dares to realise 
interesting and a bit different objects. 
We simply want to challenge the 
furniture world with new ideas. 

We cherish a genuine production 
with carefully chosen materials which 
results in high quality products with 
a strong identity. All our products are, 
and will always be, produced by 
skilled craftsmen at our factory in 
Småland, Sweden.

A2 is designed and managed by Sara 
Larsson in collaboration with Anna 
Larsson, family and co-workers. The 
brand is owned by A2 designers AB. 

A BIT ABOUT A2



FOR MORE PICTURES, PRODUCT INFORMATION 
AND NEWS VISIT WWW.A2DESIGNERS.SE

... with love from Småland



www.a2designers.se
 A2 / A2 designers AB, Grännavägen 24, 561 34 Huskvarna, P.O. Box 264, 561 23 Huskvarna, Sweden, +46 36 38 71 54, a2@a2designers.se


